[Book] What Bit Me Identifying Hawaiis Stinging And Biting Insects And Their Kin

Right here, we have countless ebook what bit me identifying hawaiis stinging and biting insects and their kin and collections to check out. We additionally have the funds for variant types and plus type of the books to browse. The up to standard book, fiction, history, novel, scientific research, as well as various further sorts of books are readily clear here.

As this what bit me identifying hawaiis stinging and biting insects and their kin, it ends taking place physical one of the favored book what bit me identifying hawaiis stinging and biting insects and their kin collections that we have. This is why you remain in the best website to see the incredible books to have.

The authors of the popular and informative What Bit Me? Identifying Hawaii's Stinging and Biting Insects and their Kin answer these and other questions in this long-awaited standard reference on Hawaii's household "bugs." What's Bugging Me? helps you identify those ants, spiders, termites, beetles, silverfish, and cockroaches that invade your home and offers effective strategies for dealing with them. A range of anti-pest weapons—not just chemicals—is given, emphasizing a modern "integrated control" approach. What's Bugging Me? teaches techniques for prevention, early detection, and monitoring of pest problems. It recommends specific methods that target the pest, not methods that merely poison the environment. Many inexpensive home remedies are suggested. In every-day language accessible to homeowners and apartment dwellers, the authors provide a wealth of authoritative information that will also benefit pest control operators, landscapers, builders, and entomology professionals.

This reference covers the stinging and biting insects, spiders, mites, ticks, and their relatives commonly encountered by humans and pets in Hawai'i. In language understandable by nonscientists, the authors explain the history, life cycle, structure, and venoms and toxins known for each pest species. They provide descriptions to help you recognize what has bitten or stung you and to help you distinguish insects that are nuisances from those that are potentially dangerous. They also discuss how to treat bites and stings safely. What Bit Me? belongs on every home medical bookshelf. It contains information essential to parents, anyone who works with children, hikers, gardeners, agricultural workers, and especially health professionals. Book jacket.

Controlling Household Pests in Hawaii - JoAnn M. Tenorio - 1995-12-01
The authors of the popular and informative What Bit Me? Identifying Hawaii's Stinging and Biting Insects and their Kin answer these and other questions in this long-awaited standard reference on Hawaii's household "bugs." What's Bugging Me? helps you identify those ants, spiders, termites, beetles, silverfish, and cockroaches that invade your home and offers effective strategies for dealing with them. A range of anti-pest
dominant groups comprising one of the most emphasizing a modern "integrated control" approach. What's Bugging Me? teaches techniques for prevention, early detection, and monitoring of pest problems. It recommends specific methods that target the pest, not methods that merely poison the environment. Many inexpensive home remedies are suggested. In every-day language accessible to homeowners and apartment dwellers, the authors provide a wealth of authoritative information that will also benefit pest control operators, landscapers, builders, and entomology professionals.
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Hawaiian Insects and Their Kin - Frank Howarth - 1992-06-01

A remarkable book, making known to a general audience as well as to entomologists some of the dominant groups comprising one of the most unusual insect faunas on earth. The 200 superb color photographs, which include such as carnivorous moth caterpillars, predatory happyface spiders, and singing t
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Hawaiʻi Is My Haven - Nitasha Tamar Sharma - 2021-08-02

Hawaiʻi Is My Haven maps the context and contours of Black life in the Hawaiian Islands. This ethnography emerges from a decade of fieldwork with both Hawaiʻi-raised Black locals and Black transplants who moved to the Islands from North America, Africa, and the Caribbean. Nitasha Tamar Sharma highlights the paradox of Hawaiʻi as a multiracial paradise and site of unacknowledged antiBlack racism. While Black culture is ubiquitous here, African-descended people seem invisible. In this formerly sovereign nation structured neither by the US Black/White binary nor the one-drop rule, nonWhite multiracials, including Black Hawaiians and
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Despite erasure and racism, nonmilitary Black residents consider Hawaiʻi their haven, describing it as a place to “breathe” that offers the possibility of becoming local. Sharma’s analysis of race, indigeneity, and Asian settler colonialism shifts North American debates in Black and Native studies to the Black Pacific. Hawaiʻi Is My Haven illustrates what the Pacific offers members of the African diaspora and how they in turn illuminate race and racism in “paradise.”

**Hawaiʻi Is My Haven** - Nitasha Tamar Sharma - 2021-08-02

Hawaiʻi Is My Haven maps the context and contours of Black life in the Hawaiian Islands. This ethnography emerges from a decade of fieldwork with both Hawaiʻi-raised Black locals and Black transplants who moved to the Islands from North America, Africa, and the Caribbean. Nitasha Tamar Sharma highlights the paradox of Hawaiʻi as a multiracial paradise and site of unacknowledged antiBlack racism. While Black culture is ubiquitous here, African-descended people seem invisible. In this formerly sovereign nation structured neither by the US Black/White binary nor the one-drop rule, nonWhite multiracials, including Black Hawaiians and Black Koreans, illustrate the coartication and limits of race and the native/settler divide. Despite erasure and racism, nonmilitary Black residents consider Hawaiʻi their haven, describing it as a place to “breathe” that offers the possibility of becoming local. Sharma’s analysis of race, indigeneity, and Asian settler colonialism shifts North American debates in Black and Native studies to the Black Pacific. Hawaiʻi Is My Haven illustrates what the Pacific offers members of the African diaspora and how they in turn illuminate race and racism in “paradise.”
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**Murder in Hawaii Mysteries 5-Book Bundle: Murder in Maui\Murder in Honolulu\Seduced to Kill in Kauai\Dead in Pukalani\Murder on Kaanapali Beach** - R. Barri Flowers -

Murder in Hawaii Mysteries 5-Book Bundle limits of race and the native/settler divide. Despite erasure and racism, nonmilitary Black residents consider Hawaiʻi their haven, describing it as a place to “breathe” that offers the possibility of becoming local. Sharma’s analysis of race, indigeneity, and Asian settler colonialism shifts North American debates in Black and Native studies to the Black Pacific. Hawaiʻi Is My Haven illustrates what the Pacific offers members of the African diaspora and how they in turn illuminate race and racism in “paradise.”
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Hawaiʻi Is My Haven maps the context and contours of Black life in the Hawaiian Islands. This ethnography emerges from a decade of fieldwork with both Hawaiʻi-raised Black locals and Black transplants who moved to the Islands from North America, Africa, and the Caribbean. Nitasha Tamar Sharma highlights the paradox of Hawaiʻi as a multiracial paradise and site of unacknowledged antiBlack racism. While Black culture is ubiquitous here, African-descended people seem invisible. In this formerly sovereign nation structured neither by the US Black/White binary nor the one-drop rule, nonWhite multiracials, including Black Hawaiians and Black Koreans, illustrate the coartication and limits of race and the native/settler divide. Despite erasure and racism, nonmilitary Black residents consider Hawaiʻi their haven, describing it as a place to “breathe” that offers the possibility of becoming local. Sharma’s analysis of race, indigeneity, and Asian settler colonialism shifts North American debates in Black and Native studies to the Black Pacific. Hawaiʻi Is My Haven illustrates what the Pacific offers members of the African diaspora and how they in turn illuminate race and racism in “paradise.”
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**Murder in Hawaii Mysteries 5-Book Bundle: Murder in Maui\Murder in Honolulu\Seduced to Kill in Kauai\Dead in Pukalani\Murder on Kaanapali Beach** - R. Barri Flowers -
island novel of psychological and erotic suspense composite sketch artist Leila Kahana and new partner, Detective Jonny Chung, take on the case of a college instructor, Joyce Yashiro, found murdered on the island’s famed Kaanapali Beach. In a seemingly unrelated case, Detectives Rachel Lancaster and Trent Ferguson investigate the execution-style murder of businessman Parker Breslin in front of his Kihei home. While the two murder investigations progress with a myriad of suspects, a surprising connection between the cases and crimes emerges. As the cases move full steam ahead, there is also a brutal serial killer on the loose. Dubbed the "Zip Line Killer," he has been terrorizing women on the island, strangling them with a zip line, for over a year, while staying safely out of reach of the authorities. Can he finally be brought to justice or will he strike again?

Murder in Hawaii Mysteries 5-Book Bundle: Murder in Maui\Murder in Honolulu\Seduced to Kill in Kauai\Dead in Pukalani\Murder on Kaanapali Beach - R. Barri Flowers -
Murder in Hawaii Mysteries 5-Book Bundle contains five full length bestselling suspense thriller novels by bestselling crime writer R. Barri Flowers, including Murder in Maui, Murder in Honolulu, Seduced to Kill in Kauai, Dead in Pukalani, and Murder on Kaanapali Beach.

Murder in Maui: A Leila Kahana Mystery is a police procedural medical mystery novel set in the lush, deceptively idyllic tropical paradise of Hawaii. Maui County homicide detective and composite sketch artist Leila Kahana and partner Detective Sergeant Blake Seymour investigate the execution-style murder of two prominent doctors in an upscale condominium. As they interview suspects and collect evidence, more doctors are murdered, making it clear to all that they have a ruthless and determined serial killer on their hands. Murder in Honolulu: A Skye Delaney Mystery is a private investigator crime novel centered on the lush Hawaiian island of Oahu. Ex-cop turned PI and security consultant Skye Delaney investigates the apparent suicide of ex-husband and former prosecutor turned businessman, Carter Delaney, after he had hired her to learn if his new young wife was having an affair. As the bodies continue to pile up, Skye puts her neck on the line to find out the truth and nail a ruthless killer who has targeted her for death. Seduced to Kill in Kauai is a tropical and financial intrigue. Pushing forty, Jack Burke was living the good life as a successful advertising executive with a gorgeous wife in Hawaii before, in the blink of an eye, his life began spiraling out of control. Temptation, infidelity, betrayal, deceit, and murder, leaves Jack left wondering if there is any way out. Or will he lose everything, including possibly his life? Dead in Pukalani: An Eddie Naku Maui Mystery is a private eye Hawaii crime novel. Private investigator Eddie Naku is hired by attractive divorcee Kathryn Higuchi to investigate the murder of her sister, Suzette Higuchi-Bordeau, the wife of a well-known criminal defense attorney who was gunned down in a shopping center parking lot in the Upcountry region of Pukalani. What seems like a routine case for the ex-police detective turns into a complex murder mystery as Naku uncovers a web of lies, deceit, arms trafficking, infidelity, seduction, betrayal, and more murders as he tries to solve a deadly crime and avoid becoming a victim. Murder on Kaanapali Beach: A Leila Kahana Mystery is the 2nd book in this popular series. Maui County homicide detective and composite sketch artist Leila Kahana and new partner, Detective Jonny Chung, take on the case of a college instructor, Joyce Yashiro, found murdered on the island’s famed Kaanapali Beach. In a seemingly unrelated case, Detectives Rachel Lancaster and Trent Ferguson investigate the execution-style murder of businessman Parker Breslin in front of his Kihei home. While the two murder investigations progress with a myriad of suspects, a surprising connection between the cases and crimes emerges. As the cases move full steam ahead, there is also a brutal serial killer on the loose. Dubbed the "Zip Line Killer," he has been terrorizing women on the island, strangling them with a zip line, for over a year, while staying safely out of reach of the authorities. Can he finally be brought to justice or will he strike again?

Yaylife! the Joy of Finding the God Who Found Me - Katy Bartos - 2018-09-14
What if you miss the point of life? Or you find happiness and success, but the deeper joys escape you? What if you’re stuck in drudge that slowly suctions life out of you? Or never really discover your true purpose? Are you suddenly grasping that as you accomplish your bucket list, you look back on your life and see that there was
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What if you miss the point of life? Or you find happiness and success, but the deeper joys escape you? What if you’re stuck in drudge that slowly suctions life out of you? Or never really discover your true purpose? Are you suddenly grasping that as you accomplish your bucket list, you look back on your life and see that there was a hole in your bucket all along, yet you’re still empty? Your unidentifiable inner hunger remains unsatisfied? Through engaging writings of different styles, humor, struggle, doubt, pain, and plenty of surprises, the ‘YAY’ rose up out of the author’s life and landed in this book. Most of them were written purely for self-expression, then the joy of sharing life and healing with friends gave them life and purpose. Chapters and pieces are arranged to delight, comfort, and o yes, challenge. Designed to winsomely feed your soul, this book provides choices to fit your mood or need, or just be relaxing.

Finding Cupid - B. E. Baker - 2019-02-01
Love is patient. Love is kind. Love is for chumps. Geo never plans weddings. Corporate retreats, fundraisers, birthday parties, and even the occasional engagement party? Sure. But weddings? Not anymore. She never dates, either. Not under any circumstance. These two rules keep her safe. They maintain order, and Geo needs a predictable life. So when her best friend Paisley tries to convince her to plan just one wedding, Geo turns her down flat. Until a clinical trial opens up—one that might save (a little bit of) her mother’s future. But it costs money, and the only event planning that pays that kind of money is a wedding. How bad can it be to make an exception just this once?


Finding Faith - B. E. Baker - 2019-02-01
A woman who swears off marriage and children falls for a handsome widowed father. Find Finding Faith: A woman who swears off marriage and children falls for a handsome widowed father. Finding Cupid: An event planner who refuses to plan weddings meets a handsome billionaire playboy determined to change her mind. Finding Spring: A single mom meets Mr. Right at exactly the wrong time. Fall in love with these spunky heroines and their swoon-worthy leading men.
called the first book, Finding Faith, "a heartwarming and brilliant story about love, loss, and learning what you really want." Reader Reviews: ★★★★★ Could not put these books down. The stories are delightfully clever and clean. One sweet romantic comedy after another. I cannot wait to read the next box set in the series. However, they are each easily stand alone reads. Highly recommend these books!! ★★★★★ Loved the books and the characters! Bridget Baker is a great author, drawing you into the stories from the beginning. My favorite character is little 5 year old Amy! She is so funny, but you need to read the first book for the full effect.. don't want to spoil it for you!! I can't say enough good things about this series. I can't wait to read the next set in the series! ★★★★★ These are the first books I've read by this author. The dialogue was delightful. I really enjoyed the plot and character development. They're very well written books. I will look for more books by this author. ★★★★★ These characters were so perfect for each other. I loved the character development, the cute dialogue, and the kids were great. Made me happy to read it! ★★★★★ Darling story - I loved these books so much - the romances felt real and believable and really nailed the slow burn. My fav were all the cute and witty conversations in person and through text that had me smiling through every page. I don't say this very often but I’d go back and read these again! ★★★★★ I loved these books! I loved the whole series, as well. The characters are likable, the banter between them is funny and entertaining, and "clean romance" does not make it any less "swoony". I highly recommend it! After you read the first one, you will definitely want to read the rest.


- Grab the first three heartwarming love stories in the Finding Series in one convenient (and money saving) set today! ☻ ☻ Finding Faith: A woman who swears off marriage and children falls for a handsome widowed father. ☻ Finding Cupid: An event planner who refuses to plan weddings meets a handsome billionaire playboy determined to change her mind. ☻ Finding Spring: A single mom meets Mr. Right at exactly the wrong time. Fall in love with these spunky heroines and their swoon-worthy leading men. ❤

USA Today Bestselling author Elana Johnson
testimony described Native Hawaiian health care systems, the Native Hawaiian heart health initiative, the Native Hawaiian Cancer Awareness Research and Training Center, the Hawaii high schools health study, the Native Hawaiian Health Scholarship Program, the practice of naturopathic medicine with Native Hawaiians, the Native Hawaiian Higher Education Program and its outcomes and impacts, programs focused on Hawaiian language and cultural maintenance, family-based early childhood education programs, the Native Hawaiian Center of Excellence (to improve the health of indigenous Hawaiians), comprehensive school-based services, and the Native Hawaiian Special Education Project. (SV)

Federally Funded Native Hawaiian Programs
At a hearing in Honolulu (Hawaii), the Subcommittee on Labor, Health and Human Services, Education and Related Agencies of the U.S. Senate Committee on Appropriations received testimony on health, education, and employment and training programs serving the Native people of Hawaii. In July 1999, a federal government brief filed in a U.S. Supreme Court case established the official legal position of the United States that Native Hawaiians have the same status as other Native people of the United States and that there is a federal trust responsibility for Native Hawaiians. Testimony from state-level administrators outlined the current status of health, housing, education, and job training for Native Hawaiians and proposed recommendations for pending federal legislation: the Native American Housing Assistance and Self-Determination Amendments of 1999, the Native Hawaiian Health Care Improvement Act, and the Native Hawaiian Education Act. Other testimony described Native Hawaiian health care systems, Native Hawaiian heart health initiative, the Native Hawaiian Cancer Awareness Research and Training Center, the Hawaii high schools health study, the Native Hawaiian Health Scholarship Program, the practice of naturopathic medicine with Native Hawaiians, the Native Hawaiian Higher Education Program and its outcomes and impacts, programs focused on Hawaiian language and cultural maintenance, family-based early childhood education programs, the Native Hawaiian Center of Excellence (to improve the health of indigenous Hawaiians), comprehensive school-based services, and the Native Hawaiian Special Education Project. (SV)


Investigation Concerning Law Enforcement and Crime Conditions in the Territory of Hawaii - United States. Department of Justice - 1932
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War Baby / Love Child - Laura Kina - 2013-01-17
War Baby / Love Child examines hybrid Asian American identity through a collection of essays, artworks, and interviews at the intersection of critical mixed race studies and contemporary art. The book pairs artwork and interviews with nineteen emerging, mid-career, and established mixed race/mixed heritage Asian American artists, including Li-lan and Kip Fulbeck, with scholarly essays exploring such topics as Vietnamese Amerasians, Korean transracial adoptions, and multiethnic Hawai‘i. As an increasingly ethnically ambiguous Asian
United States. Congress. House Interior and Insular Affairs Committee - 1975

**Hawaiian Native Claims Settlement Act**

Describes the causes and consequences of the introduction of invasive alien species of plants and animals to Hawaii.
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The Hawaiian Project - Homer A. Taylor - 2014-12-08

It is 1982 when cowboy turned federal agent Cody Hunter is once again thrust into the danger zones to execute justice. Along with his two partners, Bob and Leo, Cody is assigned to eliminate a major narcotics smuggler who is rapidly becoming the world’s wealthiest and most dangerous man. Driven by his passion for his work, Cody leaves his new love, Nancy, and her son, Charlie, behind, and heads for Los Angeles. With the seemingly willing daughter of a Nevada senator in his possession, kingpin smuggler James Frank Caprioza is living on a yacht just offshore, surrounded by armed boats. After their attempt to rescue the girl fails, Cody, Bob, and Leo continue their pursuit to Hawaii where they uncover a large sinsemilla field, unaware that Caprioza has partnered with the senator to secretly develop an ultimate weapon with not only great killing potential, but also worth billions to China and Russia. Now there is an even bigger problem: the senator is dead, his daughter is still missing, and Caprioza is willing to do anything in his power to eliminate his three pursuers. In this continuing action adventure tale, a federal agent and his partners risk everything—including their lives—to capture a determined drug smuggler before he carries out an evil plan.
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It is 1982 when cowboy turned federal agent Cody Hunter is once again thrust into the danger zones to execute justice. Along with his two partners, Bob and Leo, Cody is assigned to eliminate a major narcotics smuggler who is rapidly becoming the world's wealthiest and most dangerous man. Driven by his passion for his work, Cody leaves his new love, Nancy, and her son, Charlie, behind, and heads for Los Angeles. With the seemingly willing daughter of a Nevada senator in his possession, kingpin smuggler James Frank Caprioza is living on a yacht just offshore, surrounded by armed boats. After their attempt to rescue the girl fails, Cody, Bob, and Leo continue their pursuit to Hawaii where they uncover a large sinsemilla field, unaware that Caprioza has partnered with the senator to secretly develop an ultimate weapon with not only great killing potential, but also worth billions to China and Russia. Now there is an even bigger problem: the senator is dead, his daughter is still missing, and Caprioza is willing to do anything in his power to eliminate his three pursuers. In this continuing action adventure tale, a federal agent and his partners risk everything—including their lives—to capture a determined drug smuggler before he carries out an evil plan.

Jay and Katie Go Hawaii - Kathryn Gardner - 2015-04-24
What started out as a family vacation for ten-year-old Jay and his nine-year-old friend Katie turned into an adventure of a lifetime. While enjoying the many sights of Hawaii, they were enmeshed in a mystery that included a ring of thieves, stolen items from their own hometown of Memphis, and more. As the two sleuths followed the clues, they found themselves learning and exploring the Hawaiian culture day-by-day, as well as learning more about the Tiopoe Burglars. If you are planning a trip to Hawaii with children, you'll find some great excursion ideas. If you're visiting and want to take a fun adventure book home for your children or grandchildren, ages seven through ten, get a hard copy or order an e-book for them.

Finding a Partner And It May Be You - Jo Ann Lordahl - 2005-09-01
Society says: Too many women, too few guys. Finding your perfect man is nearly impossible. You're a failure without a husband. Women of a 'certain age" should disappear! Don't notice lies authorities tell you. You are powerless. Take care of others first. Don't boss or make waves. Enlightened women say: Age is only a number—and mine is unlisted! If no one else gives me value, I give it to myself. I own and love designing my life. I learn what I want and go, heartfully, after it. Motherhood is a season in the life of a woman. I follow the truth of my soul and the truth of my being. This is the best of times—so many choices. I have learned to say no. My good heart, positive mind and healthy body are my greatest assets. Would you marry yourself? Once again, Jo Ann Lordahl lives and writes the book she wants to read.
In this engaging comic novel, Mark A. Thompson spins a cautionary tale about the perils of too much drama, drink, and deceit. Filled with backstabbing, greed, and self-abasement, My Hawaiian Penthouse tells the story of a would-be actor and an elderly millionaire—and their friendship (with privileges). Growing up in small-town Michigan, Teddy Sears takes his cues from the movies. Taught by his favorite stars (Bette Davis! Barbara Stanwyck! Elizabeth Taylor!), Teddy dreams big: big house, big fame—and a trust fund for life. So with college degree in hand, Teddy heads to Manhattan-only to land in a church production of Godspell. All is not lost, however, for there in the audience sits old-moneyed, blue-blooded, eighty-year-old Harold Armstrong. Before the night’s over, Teddy’s got himself a patron—one who’s worth a million dollars for every year he’s lived on the planet. Together, Teddy and Harold travel to Hawaii where Teddy convinces Harold to buy a penthouse. Miraculously, at last, Teddy’s future appears secure—that is, until David Findlay arrives. Too pretty and too rich, David Findlay is everything Teddy wants to be—but isn’t. Is David Findlay too good to be true? Can David be trusted alone with Harold? Poor Teddy has his hands full as he works to throw Harold a birthday party and keep David out of Harold’s will.

In this engaging comic novel, Mark A. Thompson spins a cautionary tale about the perils of too much drama, drink, and deceit. Filled with backstabbing, greed, and self-abasement, My Hawaiian Penthouse tells the story of a would-be actor and an elderly millionaire—and their friendship (with privileges). Growing up in small-town Michigan, Teddy Sears takes his cues from the movies. Taught by his favorite stars (Bette Davis! Barbara Stanwyck! Elizabeth Taylor!), Teddy dreams big: big house, big fame—and a trust fund for life. So with college degree in hand, Teddy heads to Manhattan-only to land in a church production of Godspell. All is not lost, however, for there in the audience sits old-moneyed, blue-blooded, eighty-year-old Harold Armstrong. Before the night’s over, Teddy’s got himself a patron—one who’s worth a million dollars for every year he’s lived on the planet. Together, Teddy and Harold travel to Hawaii where Teddy convinces Harold to buy a penthouse. Miraculously, at last, Teddy’s future appears secure—that is, until David Findlay arrives. Too pretty and too rich, David Findlay is everything Teddy wants to be—but isn’t. Is David Findlay too good to be true? Can David be trusted alone with Harold? Poor Teddy has his hands full as he works to throw Harold a birthday party and keep David out of Harold’s will.
background in comparative mythology to solve the case. Can she uncover the truth in time, or will she fall victim herself? Don’t miss out on the first Doctor Danger supernatural mystery, Hazard in Hawaii, from the author of the Paranormal Talent Agency.

**Hazard in Hawaii** - Heather Silvio - 2021-08-17
One man is dead, boiled alive by an unexplained fever-illness. He is just the first. When locals fall ill on the Big Island of Hawai’i, a team with a reputation for solving unusual cases is recruited to discover why. Assistant investigator Sarah Danger can barely contain her excitement at being flown with her boss to a tropical paradise. After all, she expects this is a client overreaction to a natural event, and a routine medical explanation for the deadly fever-illness will surely come. But hidden beneath the lush beauty of Hawai’i is something that science can’t explain, and the key to saving everyone may well be as old as the Big Island itself. When unexpectedly thrust into a leadership role, Sarah must rely on her empath abilities and background in comparative mythology to solve the case. Can she uncover the truth in time, or will she fall victim herself? Don’t miss out on the first Doctor Danger supernatural mystery, Hazard in Hawaii, from the author of the Paranormal Talent Agency.